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Abstract 
In the first part of this paper we show that the Shortest Common Superstring problem is 
NP-complete even if all strings are of the simple form 10plOq, p,q E N. This result closes the 
gap left between the polynomial cases where all strings are of the form Op104 or all strings are 
of the form lop1 and NP-complete cases when strings have a more complicated structure. In the 
second part of the paper we use the above result to investigate the complexity of 2-machine 
flow-shop and open-shop problems with machines that have to coordinate their starting times, 
i.e. when one machine starts an operation the other machine also starts an operation or has to 
be idle at that time. 
Keywords: Superstrings; Flow-shop; Job-shop; NP-completeness 
1. Introduction 
Given a set Y of strings over an alphabet C the Shortest Common Superstring 
problem is to find a shortest string that contains each string in _IZ as a substring (i.e. 
a consecutive block of characters). It is well known that the Shortest Common Super- 
string problem is NP-complete for strings over an alphabet of size 2 [4]. Moreover, the 
problem remains NP-complete if all given strings have a simple structure, e.g. if every 
given string is of one of the forms OPlOqlO’l or lOPlOqlO’, p,q,r~ N [7] (i.e. each 
string contains exactly three ones). When every given string is of the form OPlOq or 
every string is of the form lop1 the problem can be solved in polynomial time [7]. 
In the first half of this paper we close the remaining gap showing that even the case 
that every given string is of the form 1OPlOq is NP-complete. The motivation for this 
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study is that this version of the Shortest Common Superstring problem has applications 
in Scheduling and the planning of experiments. This is elaborated in the second half 
of this paper where we study the complexity of 2-machine flow shop and open shop 
problems with machines that have to coordinate their starting times. 
2. Basic definitions and notation 
For a string S = $1~2 . . . s, the length n of S is denoted by IS]. A string S is a SU- 
perstring of a string S’ if S = TS’T’ where T and T’ are (possibly empty) strings. 
In this case S’ is called substring of S. A string S is a (common) superstring of a set 
5? of strings if S is a superstring of every string in 9. A superstring S of Y is 
minimal if no proper substring of S is a superstring of 3. An embedding of 9 in 
S=sls2...s, is a function f from 3 to [l:lSl] such that if f(T) = i for T E 2 then 
T=sisi+l . ..si+l+I. Let S be a superstring of a set 3 = {St, S2,. . . , Sk} of strings and 
f be an embedding of 9 in S. A substring S’ of S is a component of S (with respect 
to f) iff 
(i) S = TS’T’ and each string in 9 is embedded completely into one of the substrings 
T, S’, or T’, and 
(ii) S’ is minimal with property i), i.e. no substring of S’ is a component of S. 
If f is injective and w.1.o.g. Sr , S2,. . . , Sk are the strings in 9 ordered by their f-values, 
then Si, i E [l : k] is the ith string of f and Si+t is the successor of Si with respect to 
f, iE[l:n-11. 
For a set 9’={St,&,... , Sk} of strings let S = St + S2 + . . . + Sk denote the short- 
est string such that there exists an injective embedding from Y into S such that Sj is 
the ith string of f. 
In this paper we consider the problem to schedule a set of jobs on two identical 
machines Ml and M2. A job J = (P, Q) consists of two operations where the first 
operation P has to be scheduled on MI and the second operation Q on M2. Oper- 
ation P (Q) has processing time t(P) (t(Q)). The two operations of a job cannot 
be processed at the same time. A machine can process at most one operation at a 
time. 
In the open shop problem we have no precedence relations between the operations 
of a job. In the flow shop problem it is required that for each job the operation on Ml 
has to be finished before the operation on M2 can start. In all our scheduling problems 
we want to minimize the makespan Cmax, i.e. the time interval between the start time 
of the first operation and the finish time of the last operation. In the no wait versions 
of our problems we require that the two operations of a job are processed directly 
one after the other. We use the classification that is widely used in the literature for 
scheduling problems (see e.g. [I]): F2 1) C max is the two machine flow-shop problem 
and F2 I no wait ( Cmax is the no wait version. The corresponding open shop problems 
are denoted by 02 I( Cmax and 02 1 no wait 1 Cmax. 
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3. Shortest common superstring 
In this section we present our result concerning the Shortest Common Superstring 
problem. 
Theorem 1. The Shortest Common Superstring problem is NP-complete ven if each 
string is of the form lOPlOq, p,q E N. 
Proof. Clearly, the problem is in NP. To show the completeness let a set %? = 
{Cl,C2,... , Cm} of clauses each of size three over a set V = {vi, ~2,. . , u,} of variables 
be an instance of the 3-SAT problem. Recall that the 3-SAT problem asks whether 
there exists a ‘8 satisfying truth assignment of V. We will construct a set 9 of strings 
over the alphabet (0, 1 } as follows: Let X = (n + 1) . (m + 1) + 1. For each variable 
U~EV letsi=(2i-l).X+m+l, ti=2i.X+m+l, and define the strings 
Ti = 10”’ lo”, T; = 10” 10lr. 
For each clause Cl={Xh,Xi,Xj} with h<i<j andxh=UhV.xh=i&, Xi=ViVXi=fii, 
and xj=UjVx,=fij let 
(2h-1).X+1 if xh=t&, 
p1= 
2h.XfZ if xh = fib, 
q1= 
{ 
(2i-1).X+1 if xi=zli, 
2i.X+l if Xi = Fj, 
rI = 
(2j-l).X+Z if Xj=Vj, 
2j.Xfl if Xj=iiji, 
and define the strings 
Q; = lO”lOP’, Q; = 1OP’lOq’ 3 Q; = 1Oq’lO”. 
For each i E [l : 2n] define Ri = 10’lOi’X. Now, let 9 = {T;, T: ( i E [1 : n]} U {Q!, QF, 
Q:IZ~[l:m]}U{Ri(i~[1:2n]}.Letcr=C~=,(si+ti+2),B=C~=,(p,+ql+r1+3), 
y=ctz, (i+l), 6=x;:, (i.X+l). Set k=a+p+y+d+n.(m+l). 
Assume that we have a %Z satisfying truth assignment of V. Let exactly one true 
literal in each clause be marked. For 2 E [ 1 : m] consider the clause C/ = {Xh,Xi,Xj} with 
h <i < j and define the string 
Q: -Q:-Q: if & is marked, 
G= Q:-Q&Q: 
1 
if Xi is marked, 
Q:-Q: -Q: if Xj is marked. 
For iE[l :n]: If vi is true and Cl,,CIZ,..., Cl, are the clauses where vi is marked define 
S2i-i = R2i-1 + Gj, * Gl, * . ’ + Gl, + T,! 4 Ti, S2; = R2i 
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else let Cl,, CI,. . . , Cl3 be the clauses where i7i is marked and define 
S2i- 1 = R2i- 1) f&i = R2i + Gl, 4 G12 + ’ . . + GIN + Ti + Ti’. 
Now it is easy to verify that the string S = St& . . .&, is a superstring of 3 with 
length k. 
On the other hand, let S be a superstring of 3’ of size <k and f be an embed- 
ding of 3 in S. Without loss of generality let S be a minimal superstring. Clearly 
each component S’ of S is of the form IOh 10hl . . . IOh) for a j > 2 and there are 
strings St,&,..., Sj_ 1 in 9 such that Si = 1 Oh1 0h with ki < hi+1 . Observe, that for 
each string lOPlO in $P we have q>X>2n. Hence, it follows that each string 
Ri = 10ilOX, i E [ 1: 2n] must be the first string of a component of S. 
Note, that the lengths of the first (respectively second) O-runs of two different 
strings in 3’ always differ. Hence for each two different strings in 9 the prefixes 
(suffixes) that consist of the first (respectively second) l-run and O-run are embed- 
ded on disjoint substrings of S. The sum of the lengths of these prefixes (suffixes) 
of all strings in _Y is a+P+ y (respectively a + B+ 6). Thus, there can be at most 
k - a - p - y = 6 + n . (m + 1) characters in S into which only characters of suffixes of 
the form 10s of the strings in 9 are embedded. Hence, the sum of the lengths of 
the suffixes of the form 104 of all components of S is at most 6 + n . (m + 1). For 
iE[1:2n] set 
0bservethatU~~1_Y$=6p, U~~,~~=~-{RiJi~[1:2n]},and/~;:I=1~~/+1for 
i E [l : 2n]. We need the following claims. 
Claim 2. S has exactly 2n components and for each i E [I : 2n]: One of the strings 
in 9i is the last string in a component of S. 
Proof of Claim 2. Since each string Ri E [l : 2n] is the first string of a component of S 
it follows that S has at least 2n components. Since ]LZ’i) = IZ:] + 1 it is easy to see that 
for each j E [ 1 : 2n] there are at least 2n - j + 1 strings in Ufzj L& that are the last string 
of a component of S. Hence, there exists 2n pairwise different strings St, S2, . . . , S&, E 9 
each of which is the last string of a component of S and such that Sj E Uflj LZ$. Since 
the sum of the lengths of the suffixes of the form 104 of all components of S is at 
most k - CI - /I - y = 6 + n . (m + 1) a simple calculation shows that Sj E Yj must hold 
for each j E [l : 2n]. A similar calculation shows that S cannot have more than 2n 
components. Altogether, it follows that S has exactly 2n components. 0 
Claim 3. For i E [l : n]: Each string in Yi that is not the last string in a component 
of S has a successor in 2;. 
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Proof of Claim 3. Assume the Claim does not hold for an i E [ 1 : 2n], i.e. there exists 
a string S* E 9i that has a successor S** E 9’ with j > i. But then there must be at least 
2n - j + 2 strings in UrEj ZJ, that are last strings of a component of S. Similar to the 
proof of Claim 1 this would imply that S has length at least a + p + y + 6 +X-m- 1 > k 
which is a contradiction. 0 
Claim 4. For i E [l : n]: The string K is the last string of a component of S and T/ 
is its predecessor or vice versa. 
Proof of Claim 4. For an i E [l : n] consider the string 7;: = 10G 10’1 E 9zi_t. Observe 
that T/ is the only string of the form 1OPlOq in 9&_, with p = (2i - 1) .X + m + 1 =si. 
All other strings in Lii_t have a first O-run of length < (2i - 1) .X + m + 1 = Si. From 
Claim 2 we derive that I;: must have q! as a successor if it is not the last string in 
a component of S. Analogously, it follows that Ti is the successor if T: is not the 
last string in a component of S. Hence, one of Ti and c must be the last string in 
a component of S. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1 (continued). Claim 1 shows that for each i E [l : 2n] there is 
a component of S with a suffix of the form 1OJ’ with i.X<p<i.X+m+ 1. Claim 3 
implies that the sum of the lengths of the suffixes of the form 1OP of the components 
of S is at least 6 + n . (m + 1). It was observed above that this sum cannot be larger 
than 6 + n. (m + 1). The following claim follows easily: 
Claim 5. For each i E [l : n]: Either Ti and R2i or q! and Rzi-1 are both last strings 
of a component of S. 
Proof of Theorem 1 (continued). Now we define a truth assignment for V. Let ai be 
true iff T, is the last string of a component of S. 
Claim 6. For each clause Cl = {xi, xiz,xiz}, 1 E [l : m], il <iz < i3 : Zf a literal xi, E Cl 
is false then the string Qr’ mod3 is the successor of Q!_ 
Proof of Claim 6. First consider the case Xi, = vi,. Since Xi, is false the strings T{ E 
91ii-l and Rzi,_l E &i,__1 are last strings in a component of S. Claim 3 shows that 
Ti, E 9’2i, _ 1 is the predecessor of 7;:. Assume that Q, j+’ mod3 is not the successor of Q;. 
Then there must be another string Q!I E 9ii,_i with I* > I that is a successor of 
Q[. This implies that there must exist a string QL*** E P’zi,-i with I** > I that has a 
successor in a set Z,!, with j’ > 2ij - 1. This is a contradiction to Claim 2. The case 
Xi, = &,, is similar. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1 (conclusion). From Claim 5 we derive that each clause contains 
at least one true literal. 0 
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4. Scheduling with coordinated starting times 
This section contains the results about 2-machine flow shop and open shop prob- 
lems with machines that have to coordinate their starting times. It is well known 
that F2 (1 Cmax ([6]), F2 1 no wait ( Cmax ([5]; the problem becomes NP-complete if 
jobs with only one operation for M2 are allowed (Sahni, Cho 1977 cited in [3])), 
02 11 Cmax (see e.g. [l]), and 02 1 no wait ( Cmax (which is essentially the same 
problem as F2 1 no wait I Cmax) can all be solved in polynomial time. Here we con- 
sider these problems under additional constraints concerning the starting times of 
operations on the machines. We will see that in most cases the problems become 
NP-complete under such constraints. Let us introduce the following three 
constraints 
(i) RI: A machine can start processing an operation at a time only when the other 
machine is idle or also starts processing an operation at the same time. 
(ii) R2: Mi can start processing an operation at a time only when M2 is idle or also 
starts processing an operation at the same time. 
(iii) R3: Same as R2 but with A41 interchanged with 442. 
Observe that every schedule for the no wait two machine flow shop problem fulfills 
constraint R3. Thus, we consider only constraint R2 for this problem. 
Theorem 7. F2 1 no wait 1 Cmax with restriction R2 is NP-complete. 
Proof. It is easy to see that each instance of Shortest Common Superstring which is 
substringfree and where each string is of the form 1OPlOq is essentially an instance 
of our flow-shop problem. Each string S = IOPlOq represents a job J with operations 
01,02 where 01 has to be processed on A41 in time p + 1 on MI and 02 has to be 
processed on M2 in time q + 1. 0 
Theorem 8. F2 I/ Cmax is NP-complete under each of the constraints RI, Rx, and R3. 
Proof. (a) Proof for RI: The construction is similar to that used in the proof of 
Theorem 7: Let a set % = {Cl, C2, . . . , Cm} of clauses each of size three over a set 
V={u,,u2 )...) a,} of variables be an instance of the 3-SAT problem. We construct a 
set of jobs % as follows: Let X = (n + 1 )(m + 1) + 2. For each variable vi E V let 
si=(2i- l).X+m+l and ti=2i.X+m+ 1, and define the jobs 
Ji” = {p,“, Q,“} with t(r) = ti, t(QY) = si, 
Ji”’ = {p,“‘, Q,“‘} with t(@) = pi, t(QF’) = ti. 
For each clause Cl = {xJ,, Xi,Xj} with h <i < j and xh = ah V &, = i&, Xi = Ui V Xi = fii, 
andxj=ajVXj=fij let 
((2h- l).x+l ifXh=vh, 
‘I= 2h.X+Z t if xh = i&, 
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Fig. 1. Scheduling operations corresponding to Cl. 
(2i- 1).X+1 ifXi=Di, 
qr = 
2i.XSI if X, = Vi, 
i 
(2j- l).X+I if Xj=Vj, 
P-1 = 
2j.X+1 if Xj+j, 
and define the jobs 
For iE[1:2n] define the jobs Ji={fi,Qi} and Ji={p,‘,Qi} with t(fi)=l, t(Qi)= 
ix, t(P/)=iX, t(Qi)= 1. 
Let ~={Ji”,J~‘~i~[1:n]}U{J~~,J~~,J~~(1~[1:m]}U{J~,~~i~[1:2n]}. Let 9’ 
(respectively 9) be the set of first (respectively second) operations of the jobs in 2. 
Let a= EYE, (t(pi”)+t(P,V’))+C’;=, (t(p,C,)+t(P,C,)+t(P,F,))+Cj~, (t(fi))+t(P/)) be 
the sum of the processing times of all (first) operations in 9. Observe that a equals also 
the sum of the processing times of all (second) operations in 9. Let k = a+n(m+ l)+ 1. 
Assume that we have a % satisfying truth assignment of V. Let exactly one true 
literal in each clause be marked. For a clause Cl = {Xi, ,Xjz,Xj, } with 1 < ji < j2 < js < n 
andXj,=vj,,VXj~=Ej~,hE[1:3]letXj, bethemarkedtrueliteralforaniE[1:3]. We 
schedule the jobs Jtl, Jr2, Jf3 corresponding to Cl as follows. Pfj,, PFj,+, mod 3,P&+2 mod 3 
are scheduled in this order on MI and Q&, Q&+, mod,, Q&+z,,,, in this order on M2 as 
indicated in Fig. 1. 
If uh is a true and CI,,CI~ ,..., Clh, 11<12< ... < lh are the clauses which contain 
t$, as a marked literal we schedule the operations corresponding to this clauses and 
this variable as follows (cf. Fig. 2): &,_I, the operations in {Pt.,, PE,,,Pt,,}, the 
operations in {PE, 1, Pff2, P&}, . . . , the operations in {Pt, 1, Pt,2, P&}, Pi’, P,“, and 
P& 1 in one block on MI. In another block the operations &h and Pih on MI. On M2 we 
schedule Qzh_1, operations in {Q E,,> Q,';,2jQE,3>, operations in {Q~,l,Q~,2,Q~,3}'..., 
operations in {Q~,13QE,2,Q~,3>t Q!,f  QL and Qi,_, in one block and the operations 
Q2h and Qi, in another block. 
If nh is a false and Cl,, Cl?, . . . , Cl, are the clauses which contain fib as a marked literal 
we schedule the jobs in a similar way as above but with the roles of &_I, Pih_, , Qzh-1, 
Qi,_, interchanged with &,Pih, Q2h, Qi,. Moreover, the order of Pf and Pi (Qi and 
Q,“) is reversed. 




Fig. 2. Scheduling operations in case that I+, is true. 
Observe that the sum of the idle times of MZ during the two blocks of operations 
corresponding to uh (i.e. between Qzh_i and Q&,-i and between Q2h and Qi,) is 
(m + 1). Altogether we have at most n(m + 1) idle time steps on Mz during the blocks 
of operations corresponding to all variables vi to v,. It is easy to see that we can 
combine the blocks of operations such that the whole schedule needs time at most 
k=cc$n(m+ I)+ 1. 
On the other hand let a schedule S for 2 on Ml and M2 be given with Cmax< k. 




Note, that Ipi 1 = Ii&i(. Clearly, no operation in a set 4, i E [ 1: 2n] can start on Ml at 
a time when no operation starts at the same on M2 or when an operation in a set Qj 
with i # j starts on M2 at the same time (this would cause at least X - ~tz + 1 > a - k 
idle time steps on one of the machines). Thus, when an operation in Pi starts on Ml 
there must be an operation from Qi starting on M2 at the same time and vice versa. 
For each h E [l : n] one of the following cases must hold: Qi and Q;’ start after P; and 
or Qi and Qi’ start after Pi’. W.1.o.g. let us assume that for an h E [l : n] Qh and Q;’ 
start after Pi’. Then there must exist a sequence of operations Pt,i,, P&, , . . . , Pt,ik, Pi’ 
with Pt, i, 2 Pz. i2 7 ’ ’ . y Pt,ik E &_I such that Q2h_1 starts at the same time as PE,i,, Qt,i, 
starts at the same time as PE,i,, . . . , Qt,, starts at the same time as Phu). 
During these operations there are at least m + 1 idle time steps on M2 when Ml is 
busy. For all h E [ 1: n] we have at least n(m + 1) idle time steps on M2 when Ml 
is busy (plus at least one additional such idle time of M2 when the whole schedule 
begins). We conclude that for each h E [l : n] there exist an fh E (2h - 1,2h} such that 
each operation in Yi starts at the same time as it’s corresponding operation with the 
same processing time in 3. 
Now we define a truth assignment for V. Let vh E Y be true iff fh = 2h - 1. The last 
conclusion and our construction imply that in each clause at least one literal must be 
true. 
(b) The proofs for constraints R2 and R3 are easy reductions of 3-Partition (see [3]): 
LetBElU,A={ai,az ,..., a,} a set of integers with n = 3m, m E N and for all i E [ 1: n] 
iB<ai < fB be an instance of 3-Partition. Recall that 3-Partition asks whether there 
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exists a partition of A into sets Ai ,A2,. . . ,A,, each of size 3, such that za,EA, aj = B 
holds for all i E [ 1 : m]. We construct a set of jobs 2 = {Ji, 52,. . . , Jn+,,,} as follows: 
For i~[l:n+m] Ji={&,Qi} and t(p).))=,, t(Qi)=ai.(n+m+l) if iE[l:n] and 
t(pl.)=B.(n+m+l), t(Q)= 1 if iE[N+l : n+m]. Now it is easy to verify that there 
exists a schedule with Cmax d B. (n + m + 1) + n + m iff there exists a 3-Partition of A. 
The proof for R3 is similar to the proof for R2 and is omitted here. 0 
Theorem 9. 02 ( no wait 1 Cmax is NP-complete under each of the constraints RI, R2, 
and R3. 
Proof. (a) Proof for RI: Let {Si, &, . . . ,S,}, k be an instance of Shortest Common 
Superstring from the proof of Theorem 1. For each string Si = 1 OP1lOql, i E [ 1: n] intro- 
duce two jobs J, and J[. Ji has operations Oii with processing time pi+ 1 and 02i with 
processing time ik, i E [ 1: n]. J; has operations Oii with processing time ik + 1 and Oii 
has processing time qi + 1, i E [ 1: n]. Now it is easy to see that it is not possible to 
schedule {J,,J2,...,Jn,J1’,J2’,...,J,‘} in time <k++y+,ik+2 if for one job Ji or J/ 
02i is scheduled before Oii (respectively Oi, before Oi,). Hence, essentially we have 
to solve the corresponding flow shop problem which is NP-complete. 
(b) Proof for R2 and R3: With the same construction as in (a) we can reduce 
F2 1 no wait 1 Cmax under constraint Ri to 02 1 no wait 1 Cmax under constraint Ri, 
i~{2,3}. 0 
Theorem 10. 02 11 Cmax with constraint RI is polynomial time solvable. 
Proof. The problem can be transformed into the Maxweight Matching problem on 
bipartite graphs which is solvable in polynomial time (see e.g. [2]). Let f = { JI, J2,. . . , 
J,,} be a set of jobs, 4 = {pt., Qi}, i E [l : n] where pi (Qi) has to be scheduled on Ml 
(respectively M2). Define the edge weighted bipartite graph G = (I’, E) with V = 9 U ~‘3 
and E = 9 x 9 where the weight of an edge w( {P;., Qj}) = min{t(P;)), t(Qj)} if i fj and 
w( {Pi, Qi}) = 0, i, j E [ 1: n]. A matching is a subset E’ of E such that no two edges in E’ 
share a common vertex. The weight E’ is the sum of the weights of the edges in E’. 
It is easy to see that there exists a schedule with Cmax = k for 2 iff there exists a 
matching E’ with weight Cic,, :nl t(e) + ciELl :nl t(Qi) - k. 0 
Theorem 11. 02 (1 Cmax is NP-complete under each of the constraints R2 and R3. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of NP-completeness of F2 11 Cmax under constraints R2 
and R3. II 
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